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Racing through
the ranks on the
road to F1 laurels

KATIE GRIMMETT AND CHRISTIAN SYLT

J

unior drivers may not dominate
the headlines, but these relative
unknowns will soon define the
future of Formula 1.
For the fastest up-and-coming racers,
getting a drive in a respected junior
series is competitive enough, but some
Driver development
championships have more of an impact
schemes offer
than others. At the top of the list is the
young
drivers the
Formula 3 category which is responsiopportunity to learn
ble for 79.2 per cent of last year’s F1 line
up. It is followed by 58.3 per cent who
under the guidance
raced in entry-level Formula Renault
of a top racing team,
and 48.5 per cent in F1’s official feeder
but obtaining a place
series GP2.
The remaining two series are tied
is fiercely competitive
to auto manufacturers and make use
of similar car designs to highlight the
championship’s most talented drivers.
Racing into the breach is the relativeThey are Formula BMW, which was a ly new formula of driver development
training ground for 41.7 per cent of last schemes. These programmes offer
year’s F1 incumbents, and Formula young drivers the opportunity to learn
Renault 3.5 at 37.5 per cent.
under the guidance of a top racing team,
To understand the significance of but obtaining a place is fiercely competthese rising stars and their champion- itive. It is a route which has proven sucships, it is important to note the long cessful for some of F1’s most recognisaand storied history of rookies in F1. ble names, including Sebastian Vettel,
Famous names such as Michael Schu- Daniel Ricciardo and last year’s champimacher, Lewis Hamilton and Jacques on Hamilton.
Villeneuve impressed even the sternThis year the attention falls on 17-yearest of team bosses on their way to old Max Verstappen who becomes the
championship success. This year, five youngest driver in F1 history with a seat
young drivers will begin their first full at Toro Rosso. Verstappen joined Red
Bull’s driver development
season in F1as they graduate
scheme just two weeks before
to motor racing’s top rung,
the announcement of his
bringing their own tales of
sudden signing and only one
success and uncertainty
year after graduating from
from junior competition.
karting. It is a move which is
The impact of a fresh driver
far from the norm.
line-up is perhaps best seen
In contrast, Verstappen’s
at Swiss team Sauber. It starts
sponsorship
team-mate Carlos Sainz Jr,
2015 with an awful lot to prove
thought to have
who also marks the beginafter finishing tenth and with
been brought
no points to its name last
ning of an F1 career this year,
by new F1 driver
year. This three place reverjoins the sport as the reigning
Felipe Nasr to
Formula Renault 3.5 champisal from 2013 has led to an
Sauber F1
estimated 17 per cent decline
on and comes with four years’
in its prize money to around
experience under Red Bull’s
$48.7 million.
supervision. He is among an
To transform its fortunes,
impressive list of graduates
Sauber has hired Brazilian
from Renault’s flagship series
Felipe Nasr who is somewhat
and joins Vettel, Ricciardo
of a poster-boy for F1’s finanand Kevin Magnussen in the
3.5-litre history books.
cial culture. The 22 year old
Toro Rosso has taken a
has lured local bank Banco do
is the age
modern and nurturing apBrasil to the team, giving it an
of Toro
estimated $20-million boost
proach to talent developRosso’s Max
in sponsorship.
ment with Sainz and VerstapVerstappen,
Although Nasr has a respectpen. However, development
the youngest
schemes do not come cheap
able junior career, finishing
driver in F1
and retaining the limited
third in GP2 last year, he epithistory
places still requires luck as
omises a decidedly unpopular
well as talent on the part
trend: paying to drive. It may
seem like a modern concept, Source: Formula Money of the driver. Fail to meet
targets and your F1 career
but is nearly as old as racing
itself. Even famed 1950s champion Juan could be over before it has really begun.
The only other fairy godmother in F1
Manuel Fangio received funding from
the government of Argentina on his way is the rights-holder to the sport. A select
to winning five titles, so it is little sur- few of the drivers for GP2 and its feeder
prise that Nasr is following a similar road series GP3 are hand-picked in order to
promote the sport in certain countries.
to success.
Britain’s Will Stevens is also partial- This process was revealed in the prospecly funding the resurrected Manor team tus for the stalled flotation of F1 which
after its collapse into administration was due to take place on the Singapore
last year under the name Marussia. The stock exchange in 2012.
team failed to race at the Australian
It states: “From time to time, we sponsor
Grand Prix, but is expected to make a GP2 and GP3 drivers to encourage the desecond attempt at next weekend’s race velopment of the sport in key markets.”
in Malaysia. Stevens is joined by Span- It is not known how many drivers have
iard Roberto Merhi who finished third enjoyed such fortune, but there is no
in Formula Renault 3.5 last year while doubt that the assistance is invaluable.
testing for Caterham at three F1 rounds.
Stevens too comes from Caterham and
Share this article on social
raced for the team at the season-ender
media via raconteur.net
in Abu Dhabi in 2014.
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DRIVER RECRUITMENT

The varied routes for young drivers to a Formula 1 team place are a hot
talking point within the sport as some ‘buy’ their place in the cockpit
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Percentage of 2014 Formula 1 drivers who competed in
each series before their F1 career
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Max Verstappen and Carlos Sainz presenting
their new ST10 Scuderia Toro Rosso F1 car at
Spain’s Jerez Circuit earlier this year
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Zoom: where F1 and charity clicks
Ever wanted to see the world through the eyes of an F1 driver? The annual
Zoom charity auction gives fans the opportunity to do just that
CHARITY
CAROLINE REID

Z

oom has entered its third year
in 2015 and the success of this
charity fundraising initiative
is down to a very simple idea.
Although there are many charity
auctions in sport, they all tend to follow
a similar pattern. The items on offer are
usually signed photos of the athletes or
signed kit that they use, which tell the
buyer very little about the personality of
the sports star.
So Zoom was created to rectify that
by turning the tables and asking all the
drivers and team principals in F1 to
take photographs, which would then be
signed and put up for auction. Off the
grand prix track, it is one of very few
events which involves all the teams and

all the drivers. They join forces in order
to benefit a worthwhile cause – the
world-renowned Great Ormond Street
Hospital Children’s Charity.
The photos take fans on a journey
through the lives of F1’s superstars.
They give a window on to the serene
jogging trails around Lewis Hamilton’s
favourite holiday resort in Aspen, Colorado, and allow fans to look out of the
cockpit of Kimi Räikkönen’s car. The
images even show F1 history in the
making through a photo snapped by
former champion Damon Hill in Italy.
This year’s photos, signed by some of
the sport’s legends, along with a set of
Nikon S9700 cameras, were auctioned
by Coys at a star-studded gala event
in London earlier this year. More than
£50,000 was raised, signalling that
money in F1 isn’t a one-way street.
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1. Lewis Hamilton, 2008 and 2014 world
champion: Follow your path
“Let life flow like a river, follow the path it
takes you down. Take it as it comes and
while you learn along the way, may you
help guide the flow in the direction of
your dreams.”
2. Damon Hill, 1996 world champion:
Say hello, wave goodbye?
“I was presenting with Sky in the
Monza paddock when this mob
of photographers appeared and
surrounded Luca di Montezemolo. It
was a big show, as they say. He was
addressing the masses. Curiously he
spotted me in the crowd and waved. I
wish I had that photo. Luca must have
known this would be his last appearance
as head of Ferrari... or he was hoping it
wouldn’t be. Either way, it was classic
Italian political display. Like an emperor
in the Coliseum or the Forum, like Julius
Caesar. Et tu Brutus?”
3. Eric Boullier, racing director of
McLaren Formula 1: Precision timing
“A view from the pit wall.”
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4. Kimi Räikkönen, 2007 world
champion: Ready for action
“These are my gloves ready for my return
to Ferrari earlier this year. I would rather
be in Ferrari than any other team.”
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